Simple systematic method for calculating derivative expansions of one-loop effective action is presented. This method based on the well known technique of symbols of operators. To demonstrate its advantages we present several examples of application for scalar theory, Yang-Mills theory and scalar electrodynamics.
Introduction
Low energy effective action (LEEA) [1] contains all prediction quantum field theory and is a central object of research in physical situations, when we are interested in phenomena at an energy scale which is smaller then some cutoff Λ. Then fundamental heavy degrees of freedom of the underlying theory are appeared in loops only as virtual states and integration over both all these masses states and all massless excitation above interesting us scale leads, generally speaking, to the nonlocal quantities.
Unfortunately, practical calculations even for one-loop LEEA, determined by spectrum of the operator H = δ 2 S δφδφ as a functional of external fields, meet large difficulties. Such a problem can be precisely solved only for some very specific simple configurations of background fields, when eigenvalues of the H can be found precisely. Therefore, development of manifestly covariant methods for calculating nonlocal LEEA, which can be rewritten as an infinite series of local terms of background field derivatives, attracts large attention.
The leading term named effective potential is the most investigated term in the derivative expansion. It is a useful object for determination of vacuum structure of the full theory [2] .
The most known method for calculation LEEA is so-called Schwinger -de Witt -Seely method [3] . All interesting quantities, such as LEEA, Green function, energy-momentum tensor, currents and anomalies are expressed in this approach in the terms of asymptotic heat kernel decomposition or so-called Seely coefficients. The effective covariant technique for calculating Seely coefficients has been developed by many authors. Schwinger -de Witt decomposition gives the good description of vacuum polarization effects of mass fields on a background of weak background fields. However, description of such physical phenomena as Hawking radiation or anomal magnetic moment of electron involves consideration of the nonlocal structure of the effective action. Among various methods of investigation of nonlocal effective dynamics, such as direct summation of the terms with higher derivatives and integration of anomalies, the most preferable is the covariant method of the theory of perturbations [4] .
On the other hand, it is known for a long time, that one-loop LEEA can be, at least formally, rewritten as firstly quantized path integral for a fictive particle, which correctly describes spin behavior and color degrees of freedom in external fields [5] . This representation and its modifications are used for calculation of derivative expansion in QED, for research of complicated Feynman diagrams and for application of stationar phase method [6] . Unfortunately, application of quantum-mechanical path integral in curved phase space meets difficulties of its correct definition. That is related to finite dimensional approximations [8] , because such a procedure is not covariant itself.
The powerful nonrenormalization theorems in the supersymmetrical theories [9] lead to absence of the quantum corrections for superpotential. So far perturbative calculations determine the effective Kählerian potential. When supersymmetry is unbroken, this potential determines both the effective potential of the theory and the kinetic terms. The problem of calculating of the Kählerian potential was developed by many authors both on component level [10] , and with use of the supergraph technique [11] . Genaralization of operator Schwinger-de Witt representation for an appropriate heat kernel is also developed [12] .
Main advantages of the background field method consist in the fact that they allow to formulate manifestly supersymmetrical and gauge invariant theory of pertubations [37] .
Large interest in perturbative calculations LEEA for N = 2, 4 super Yang-Mills theories was forced recently. It was induced by exact Seiberg-Witten results in N = 2 supersymmetrical gauge theories without and with material hypermultiplets [13] , where the Kählerian potential and mass of stable states is predetermined by holomorphity and duality of the prepotential in the space of quantum modules of the theory. The SeibergWitten approach provides the solution of a problem of fixing a holomorphic multi-valued function F by its given monodromy. Number and nature of the singularities are identified with the apperance of massless non-perturbative dyon states [14] . Undertaken test [15] of the forms of nonabelian supersymmetrical LEEA by direct calculations has found out presence one-loop holomorphic functions F and real function H(W,W ), those are incompatible with special geometry and consequently with N = 2 supersymmetry. Therefore a problem of contributions of higher dimensions [16] and their influence on BPS -formula of mass remains important.
There is an unsolved problem how to break N = 2 supersymmetry. The N = 2 supersymmetry can be broken spontaneously or softly if we want to save its useful properties. The soft breaking [17] is a very practical approach to the analyse possible phenomenological applications of exact solutions. But it has a limited predictive power because of a plenty free parameters. Therefore, finding a non-supersymmetrical vacuum solutions for scalar potential induced by quantum effects in hypermultiplet sector of N = 2 gauge theories is an important problem [18] .
Mentioned problems, despite active attention to them recently, inspired by given above motivations, do not still go further approximation of constant background fields. In this paper we try to develop systematic scheme [19] for calculations of derivative expansion for one-loop LEEA, equally suitable for models, which can contain internal symmetry, gauge or other background fields or superfields.
Here we present a covariant method which consists in normal coordinate expansion all quantities contained in the heat kernel and using of finite translation property of momentum integrals. This property is used in other approaches [20] , to calculate quantum corrections using modified propagator, which has all gauge invariant combinations of background fields and their derivatives already at the begining. It should be noted that this procedure does not affect space-time relation of background fields. In [21] the authors have offered this computing scheme, but really did not go further extraction of divergences. We want to ratify this method as a very effective for some problems. Obtaining that or other specific result has demonstration character of basic elements of the method. We are concentrated on far advanced in other calculation schemes, examples of the scalar theory with self-action in flat space [22] , calculation colorless QCD correlators [20, 23] . We shall consider a problem of derivative expansion in scalar electrodynamics [24] , which is laying outside the frameworks of standard theory of perturbations. Calculation by manifestly supersymmetrical way first famous correction to Kählerian potential in WessZumino model [25, 15] and supergeneralization Schwinger LEEA in SQED [26] will be presented also.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We begin with a brief consideration of the offered method. Then we present several examples to demonstrate its advantiges in comparison results with obtained by other approaches. The paper ends with a short summary.
The method
The starting expression for calculation one-loop LEEA, obtained by integrating over quantum and (or) heavy fields in functional integral is [1] Γ (1) = −1/2T r lnĤ, where H is the second functional derivative of the action, i.e. the inverse propagator in the presence of background fields. To give sense of this formal expression we use known technique of symbols of operators [29] .
Lut us remind that a symbol of an operator A(p,q) is a function A(p, q) on a phase space deteminating certain quantization (ordering) rules. Thus product of the operators corresponds to star-product of their symbols
In particular, star-product of the operators for pq and qp ordering can be written as follows
that corresponds to parallel transition of appropriate arguments. The trace of an operator A(p,q) is determined by its symbol A(p, q) as
So far we have that the effective action for qp-ordering can formally written in form
The choice of a specific type of quantization does not play a special role, since there is the correspondence between qp, pq, W eyl and W ick(AntiW ick) -ordering. Expression (3) may be also reached by the standard way [27] . Let's considerĤ(p, q) as the operator acts on space of vectors |x > normalized by a condition < x|x
As a consequence we find in the coincidence limits x → x ′ the same expression (3) or in terms of a heat kernel
This representation is starting point for many schemes of calculations of asymptotic expansion for a heat kernel or development nonperturbative methods, ascending to the operator Schwinger method [28] . Use of several simple identities lets to get rid of necessity to implement tiresome procedure of covariant derivatives commutation. These are main technical problems of conventional methods of calculation Γ (1) . We shall use cyclic property of a trace and a simple identity 
without solving the gauge condition x µ A µ = 0. The potential term is presented by the expression
in normal coordinates expansion form. Now using cyclic property of a trace, we get a representation of main object for calculations in the form T rln(−2 p + V p ).
The main result of technique of symbols is that already on the first stage of calculations we have found initial expression for H(p, q) containing only gauge covariant quantities. The problem of finding Γ (1) , thus, consists in calculating of the evolution operator of some quantum-mechanical problem with hamiltonian H = p 2 +V p [29] . We shall calculate result of star-product directly, order by order on T .
3 Derivative expansion for LEEA on a background of scalar potential
As the first example we shall consider a massive scalar loop and inverse mass decomposition for comparison of the offered method with results string-inspired technique [22] and other computing schemes [19, 3] . Typical problems in which interaction through derivatives plays an important role are connected with stabilization of soliton solutions in model Skirm, QCD and in Higgs sector of the standard theories. It is convenient to use proper time representation for a trace of the logarithm of the operator
The expression for the effective action contains divergences and impose renormalization. For the given representation the ζ -regularization [1] is intrinsic. We leave in the decomposition (6) fourth order terms in derivatives.
The further problem is calculation of a trace of the evolution operator for a fictive particle in the potential (6) . Using known operator identity
the kinetic term can be separated. As a result the argument of V is shifted as V (x + i∂ p − 2iT τ p). We shall consider (6) as a perturbation and we shall decompose T -exponent up to derivatives of fourth order
Expressions like e +τ i p 2 ∂ p e −τ i p 2 are replaced with the solutions of the Heisenberg equations ∂(τ ) = ∂ p −2τ p. The most complicate procedure is the disentangling of star-product. The partial simplification can be reached after commutation ∂ p to the left and using properties
. It is necessary to implement trivial integrations
For example,
where δ µ 1 ...µ 2k is a completely symmetrical tensor, consisting of (2k − 1)!! terms composed from Kroneker symbol products. After re-arranging of the result by extracting of full derivatives, we obtain the known result [22] 
(13) The integration over proper time gives gamma functions in any order of T . They have poles for some terms in LEEA, which corresponds to known divergences.
Nonabelian gauge fields
Now we consider gauge vacuum mean of gluon operators in form F 2 , F 3 . Nessecity to calculate of coefficients in front of these gluon operators in decomposition for colorless correlation functions (which is used in a method of QCD sums rules) stimulated the development of gauge-invariant methods [20, 23] . In the standard Feynman diagrams technique, calculating of the diagrams with emitting gluons from a loop and re-arranging vector potentials in gauge invariant structures, is rather hopeless problem. Because determinant of the Dirac operator is determined after squaring by Clein-Gordon operator, we limit ourselves to the consideration of a scalar loop. We shall calculate vacuum mean dimensions −3. Nonzero contributions from 2 p in the procedure described in the second section will give in the first and in the second order of the decomposition of T -exponent respectively, following results
The other terms either are full derivatives or can be omitted due to their symmetry properties. Perfomnimg trivial calculations and using the Bianchi identities lead to the known result [20, 3] 
where
Thus the first (after unit) term of the decomposition is related to renormalization of charge.
Less trivial problem is the calculation of the next Seely coefficient
. The simplification is reached on free equations of motion F µν,µ = 0. In the first order of the decomposition (8) we obtain the following contribution
where only 10 of 15 members are nonvanishing. After some manipulations with commutating of derivatives, using of Bianchi identities and equations of motions we get the contribution
The contribution of the second order of the decomposition (8) is
The full result
coincides with [20] .
LEEA expansion in QED
In last years it was experimentally investigated a lot of problems related to intensive fields and non-linear processes such as a photon splitting, non-linear Compton effect and pair production below two photon threshold [30] . So far the problem of going beyond the perturbation theory increased so much, that the description of quantum processes becomes rather urgent and gets practical goals. Really, studying a limit of a strong field we obtain the same information, as from a polarization function in the small distance limit. Unfortunately, validity of famous Schwinger lagrangian calculated almost a half-century ago and two-loop exact results [31] is limited by constant field approximation. The generalization of the Schwinger result on strong varying fields or fields located in small area has large interest from the physical point of view. Recently the authors [24] have presented next (after Schwinger term) nonperturbative term F αβ,λ F σδ,γ L λαβγσδ 1 (F µν ) in the expansion of one-loop LEEA. Their result is obtained from the representation of path integral. Even for electrodynamics it is a rather difficult problem.
In this section we would like to demonstrate capabilities of the proposed method for the solution of problems of such a kind. We use momentum representation (5) for ip + ∇ and proper time representations for LEEA, induced by a scalar loop. For calculation of expansion on a nonperturbative background it is necessary to split out 'kinetic' and 'potential' terms in the expression e −T (Π 2 +∆ (1) ) , where
Here parentheses means symmetrization with the appropriate weight. The interested terms in the expansion of T -exponent are
The
where P (s) = (e −2sF ), B = 1 F (e −2sF − 1). After Π, ∂ ordering it is necessary to take integrals over p. In principle, some methods for solution of this problem has already been used by Schwinger. Recently to a similar problem have addressed the paper [32] , with the reference to heat kernel calculation methods developed by Avramidi [3] .
The operator Π 2 is the hamiltonian of two Landau oscillators in momentum representation. The kernel of the operator p ′ |e −T Π 2 |p is well known explicit Meller formula, frequently used for direct calculation of the index of an operator. It is important, that this kernel well converging expression and consequently
For future convinience we define the moment
In particular, for n = 2 we have
The expansion of a matrix B begins with unit, therefore it has inverse B −1 and
ba . 
here C = 2π/F is a constant of integration, determined from a known limit K = 1/(4πT ) 2 for small T , when the particle can be considered as free. With such a choice we find the standard result
As a next step, it is necessary to calculate several functions from matrixes F µν . It is known [33] that for any constant field F µν there is such a reference frame, where magnetic and electrical fields are parallel and their values in this system are relativistic invariants of the field. Or, if they are perpendicular, it is possible to find such a reference frame, in which the field is either purely magnetic or purely electrical. Therefore the canonical form F in this system has block structure
There is a connection between eigenvalues and invariants of the field
Any degree F can be decomposed over basis of linear combinations of F, F * , F 2 and g , So, for the exponent from a matrix P = e αF we get
µν is another known basis [34]
The transposition operation translates A 1 ↔ A 2 and A 3 ↔ A 4 .
Calculation of matrix functions B and B −1 results to remarkably simple results
where conveniently to pass to designations
Now we can easily get
and for the kernel we obtain the Schwinger result
Then we can implement all necessary substitutions, Π, ∂ p ordering of the operators and integration over momenta in the expression (20) . Thus all matrix structures P, B, B −1 depending on s, s ′ , T are grouped in some combinations. The main of them is (28) which coincides with the Green function, used in the path integral method [24] D(s, s
(29) The other arising combinations of matrix structures are derivatives of D in s, s
In these notations the result looks as follows
The last step is the calculation of a plenty of standard integrals like
Because of combersome of the general result, we do not present it here. Besides it is inconvenient for using in a particular physical problem, where it is necessary only some terms. Let us note only, that functions of proper time T and relativistic invariants of fields setting in front of every possible contractions F µν,τ λ , F µν,τ F αβ,γ and with direct products
and they are presented in paper [24] . It is necessary to implement renormalization through the subtraction based on common principle, which requires putting in zero the radiation corrections at the switched off field as in the original Schwinger paper [28] , and replacing all bare charges and fields through the physical. Therefore it is easier to return to the initial expressions and to execute all manipulations with necessary accuracy.
When mass of the scalar particle is greater than all other scales of the theory, we can limit the expansion by the next terms to unit
This result agrees with [24] . Obvious expressions (31) for the description of particular processes in nonconstant background fields are exact in mass of a charged particle and field strength. Such gradient corrections are very important for the analysis of the effective potential, since they can reduce energy of the ground state. Becides unstable modes can, as rule, occur [7] , obliged by imaginary part of LEEA. Usually their exception is performed by means of introducing of self-action just as in the Higgs model. But the pertubation theory does not 'see' these degrees of freedom, therefore their interpretation and exclusion remains an open problem.
Because of a large set of physical set up of problems in nonconstant background fields, it is useful to have in an arsenal of tools of their solution a method alternate to path integral representation.
Quantum corrections in Wess-Zumino model
We demonstrate how to apply the proposed technique to calculation LEEA for the supersymmetrical theories in the superfield approach.
The doubtless advantage of the offered method is that this method does not required determination of many various Green functions for calculation of functional trace of the appropriate heat kernel. To show it, we obtain the known Kählerian potential of WessZumino model [25, 15] and lowest order nonkählerian contributions to one-loop effective potential.
The Wess-Zumino theory described by the action
is a good model for test of various supersymmetric methods, since it has all specific peculiarities of the theories with chiral fields, and it enters as an inherent component in many superfield theories [35, 36] . It is known that a problem of a definition of a superfield LEEA agreed with symmetry of the theory can be very effectively solved in the framework of proper time superfield technique [12, 25] . For functional integration on quantum chiral fields ,which arise after splitting of fields on quantum and background ones, it is convenient to introduce unlimited superfields φ =D 2 ψ andφ = D 2ψ . The functional integration on ψ,ψ leads to a determination of the effective action in the form
with the kinetic operator for the given model
Except a functional trace, the operation T r means a matrix trace as usual. There are many techniques of calculation the Kählerian potential which is an analogue of the Coleman-Weinberg potential [25, 15] .
We can implement the Fourier transformation in superspace, though it isn't necessary, since δ-function of grassmanian coordinates is explicitly known, as well as action on them D,D derivatives
We use the superspace agreements from '1001 lecture' [36] . Commutating exponents on the left through the differential operators we find in the coincidence limits the standard replacements (symbols)
For obtaining covariant symbols of the operators D,D in momentum representation we use identities
where parallel translation operator was chosen in the form
The anticommutator {D p ,D p } = −p and, naturally, all useful algebraic relations have the same form as in D θ -algebra. In addition, we have for a general superfield
the finite degree polinom over the coefficients ∂ ψ , ∂ψ with factors D θ ...Dθφ.
The given above sequence of actions is conventional (see [21] ). It should be mentioned, that the final result for the trace of the operator does not depend on selection ( 34) which reflects the chosen ordering scheme. The replacements (36, 37) actually correspond to the transition from the operators to their symbols and can be obtained by the arguments similar to those described in the second section.
Limiting ourself to a problem of calculation of the first correction to the potential in decomposition over derivatives, we split the operator H in two parts 
It is clear, that in the expression
T r ln 1 + 0
the nonzero contribution will give only even degrees of ln decomposition. Opening the matrix part of the trace we get
Further, using the identity
the projection properties of the operators and decomposition of unit in the form
2 it is possible to convert all spinor derivatives in "boxes" 2 p = −p 2 . After that we obtain
which gives the known result [25, 15] after integration and renormalization of a wave function by the condition 
are the projectors in momentum representation. The first nonvanishing contribution in the decomposition of the logarithm gives trace of the fourth degree of the matrix (we keep in mind the integration over d 2 ψd 2ψ ). Moreover, from 16 terms the zero contribution is automatically given by the terms containing degree more then two of ΛΛ and also terms containingΛD 2 and ΛD 2 from the right, because the terms ∂ψ and ∂ ψ from Λ,Λ vanish commuting with D 2 andD 2 respectively. We remain with λλ 422
We shall transfer ∂ ψ , ∂ψ using Heisenberg relation {∂ ψ , D p } = 1. The trivial integration over Grassmanian and usual momenta gives us immediately the known result for the nonkählerian terms [25, 15] , leading to quantum deformations of classical vacuum of the theory
where the factor 2 −7 is caused by the superagreements. Certainly, such quantum corrections are important in N = 1, 2 supersymmetrical models, since they lead potentially to the removal of degeneration in classical vacuums of the theory.
The given derivation evidently demonstrates simplicity and clearance of the calculation procedure in comparison with the functional methods [25] and summation of supergraphs [15] .
7 Heisenberg-Euler lagrangian in SQED.
In this section we develop manifestly supersymmetrical gauge invariant strategy of calculations of one-loop effective action for the most general renormalized N = 1 models including Yang-Mills fields and chiral supermuliplets. In more details we consider the one-loop diagrams with external abelian superfields only and the expansion degree over the spinor covariant derivatives of superfields W,W which can not be reduced to usual space-time derivatives. This approximation corresponds to generalization of the Heisenberg-Euler Lagrangian of usual QED. The background field method in superspace [37] allows to treat both vector supermultiplets and matter superfield on the equal foot using the gaugeinvariant method. The bases of the method in it "quantum-chiral background-vector" representation are given in [9, 36] . This approach implies that higher loop contributions can be arranged in such a way that background fields appears in ∇ A , W A , Φ only. After expansion of full action, including gauge-fixing and ghost terms, over degrees of quantum fields, the quadratic part determines a matrix of the kinetic operator acting in the space of all quantum fields.
As well as in the previous section, the replacement of the operators on their symbols gives ∇ → ψ − pθ + ∇)U −1 over superspace "normal" coordinates
We do not specified here indexes ψ,ψ, p at ∂ -representation of normal supercoordinates. The quantities f , D ′ are the standard notations for superfields f αβ = 1 2
(with the purpose to reduce a problem of performing the trivial integration over d 2 ψ) requires to extract from the T -exponent
, and the identity (9), we get
The last factor is the Schwinger result (23) for a scalar loop. For calculations of a factor which modify the Heisenberg -Euler Lagrangian, we diagonalize the matrix N and find directly
Note the coincidence of this result with the result of [26] , obtained by essentially different methods. Certainly, there is an ultra-violet divergence, which can be excluded with the help of a wave function renormalization. It is important to note, that the corrections to W 2 contain non-holomorphic, in the sense of Seiberg, terms fαβ. The superfield action (49) reproduces correctly the results of the calculations on the component level [10] .
The last example is the calculation of a heat kernel of the kinetic operator of vector superfields D V = 2 p + ∇ and we can, using results of the previous calculations, at once to show the final result
where N β α = iD α W β ,Nβ α = iDαWβ. For checking this result, we use the technology of correlator calculation [32] , which we have already demonstrated in section 5. To solve a differential equation is equal to W 2W 2 (within a constant of integration) and coincides with the result found in (50).
As well as for covariant constant YM background, the condition [∇ αα , W A ] = 0 leads to the anticommutator {W a α ,W ȧ α } = 0, i.e. in this approximation the superfields W,W are effective abelian, and we can usethe results for the LEEA SQED with certain changes. Full decomposition of the LEEA on a SYM background and chiral superfields both in adjoined and in fundamental representation demands a more detail consideration. The complication occurs from S 2 mix and mass terms in the operator 2 V , which depends on chiral fields.
Summary
In the present paper we develop enough elegant and effective technique of calculation of the expansion over the derivatives of background fields for one-loop effective action, which conserves the (super)gauge invariant form on all the stages of calculations.
In all considered examples, the results of the proposed computing scheme coincide completely with the known results from other papers. The difference is only in the speed of obtaning these results. It allow to effectively replace "manual" manipulations by computer methods to get all the next the Seely coeficients in the LEEA expansion.
Other applications of the presented method and its modifications for non flat (super)space will be given in the subsequent papers.
